
One Approach — Many Ways to Engage 

GLG Call 
Connect with an expert for a one-on-one call. 

Translated Call 
Add a translator to any one-on-one call with an  
expert who does not share your first language. 

Multiparty Call 
Add additional stakeholders to a call with an expert. 

In-Person Meeting 
Meet with an expert face-to-face at a preferred  
location or virtually. 

Transcript 
Receive a full transcript or audio recording after the call. 

A Global Network That Grows with  
Your Needs 

Approximately 1 million Network Members across all 
industries and geographies, including: 

• Former executives 
• Technologists 
• Investment professionals 
• Industry experts 
• Independent consultants 
• Healthcare professionals

When you need to accelerate your research, an introduction to someone with first-hand
experience can make all the difference. At GLG, we foster these connections, giving you
access to powerful insights and the clarity you need to act with confidence. 

GLG Calls connects you with trusted experts in specific topics, businesses, or industries for 
a one-on-one, translated, or multiparty conversation that you control. Tell us your goals and 
we’ll identify the experts who can help you reach them. As always, we maintain exemplary 
confidentiality and compliance standards. 

With more than 200 employees 
focused on continuous, custom 
recruiting of Network Members, 
we are committed to finding the 
right expert to meet your needs. 

Network Members in 160+ Countries: 

Power Your Decisions with Real-World Expertise and Insights



The GLG Difference 
 

Breadth of Expertise 
Our network of experts is augmented 
by a global team who can identify 
and recruit the professionals who 
meet your needs. 

Precise Matches
We combine the human insight 
of our team with an artificial-
intelligence-driven matching 
platform to find the right people.

Highest Standards 
Our unparalleled Compliance 
Framework allows clients to engage 
with experts through a trusted 
environment, supported by dedicated 
tools, thoughtful protocols, and 
trained professionals.
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GLG’s Full Suite of Services That Connect You to  
The World’s Insight Network Includes:

GLG Member Interactions connects 
you with experts in specific topics, 
businesses, or industries through 
calls, private meetings, placements, 
or expert witness services.

GLG Surveys helps you meet your 
research objectives by delivering a 
full spectrum of insights from the 
world’s most diverse source of first-
hand B2B expertise.

GLG Integrated Insights combines 
several offerings to address your 
broader needs, including market 
assessments, due-diligence 
studies, and competitive landscape 
analyses, all led by a team member 
with deep industry knowledge.

GLG Qualitative provides you with 
in-person or virtual focus groups, 
workshops, discussion panels, 
moderated calls, or other insight-
gathering experiences with 
Network Members. 

GLG Events brings the world’s 
leading experts together to share 
perspectives and discuss industry 
trends and implications through 
virtual and live roundtables, 
webcasts, teleconferences, and other 
interactive conversations.

A subscription to GLG Library, 
accessed through the MyGLG 
platform, connects you to 
thousands of teleconference 
transcripts and on-demand 
webcasts, led by our global subject-
matter experts.

Want to Know More?   
We’d love to talk. Call us: +1 212 984 8500     |  Visit us: glginsights.com


